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outside its scope.   But there is no other institution that I know
of, and certainly no other Church, that shows more individual
sacrifice and does finer educational and social work.   There are
many others that make sacrifices but few the sacrifices of the
Catholics.   Celibacy—exile for life—continual poverty and hard-
ship.    The luxury—for often it is luxury—in which many of
the   Protestant   missionaries   live,   especially    the   American
missionaries, surrounded by their families and their servants ;
their children's education paid for ; their long holidays at home,
and retirement and a pension when age advances, may be deserved
for every labourer is worthy of his hire, but the Catholic goes
forth for life, a celibate, in poverty always and often alone, to
teach and to live, and to die, at his post.   Only severe ill-health
can bring about his recall.    His home, his family, all that he
held most dear he abandons in his devotion to his Faith.   He
adopts his calling, heart and soul and, in prayer and fasting and
strenuous labour, he gives his all. There is no doubt that all the
Missions in the Islands have done good work and raised the
people, and brought about an amelioration in their condition by
the abandonment of superstition. That the Islanders' Christianity
is vague and primitive is indisputable but it is far and away
preferable to anything they have ever known before and in their
emotional devotion they find much solace and happiness.
The little settlement at Truk is pleasantly situated on the
slope  of a hill  rising  from  the  sea   beach—if a  mangrove
swamp of black mud can be so described.    But once the few
hundred yards of swamp are passed—a stone causeway takes
one across—the place is attractive enough, with its neat Govern-
ment offices, its official bungalows and its sports ground all set
in a semi-cultivated garden of delightful trees and shrubs.   Our
time at Truk—I visited the island twice—was sufficient to permit
of more than one long stroll in the environs of the " colony,0
amongst enchanting surroundings.    Not only is the vegetation
very beautiful and the birds and butterflies of brilliant colour,
but there are a hundred other things, almost too many in fact^
to take note of.    In the dark mud of the swamps crept and
crawled the strangest of creatures, gay little blue and scarlet
hermit crabs and tiny reptiles and fishes that jumped or dived
or swam or skidded or skimmed on the surface of the water or
below" it.   On the tree trunks lizards of many different colours
basked and scarcely took the trouble to move on the approach of
man.   Everywhere the Hibiscus sinensis was in flower, red and

